
MY BIG MISTAKE

My Big Mistake Lyrics: Amazing fairytale that had come true / Mr reliable romantic was you / Blinded misguided in the
arms of love / Just 'cause it suited the both.

And then they got more popular, many videos getting , , , 60, views. Well, the growth was giving me some
ideas. Treat yourself with love, and you'll be more successful, not less. You have to let go, and you have to do
something that's very difficult for many of us: You have to forgive yourself. And yet, I learned a lot from the
experience. You didn't set out to create a calamity, you did it by accident. I launched a new video at the new
channel, put a trailer up at the old channel. People were understanding. Next time you're beating yourself up
because of a miscalculation or gaffe, try reminding yourself of the following: 1. But ultimately my wife felt
better about going back to how things were. Acknowledge and move on. I felt great about it. Because--of
course--whatever I did wrong won't be the worst mistake I ever make. Doing whatever you can to repair the
harm you've done as quickly as you can is an important step in getting past a mistake. I made the leap. It
wasn't on purpose. So try to imagine what your reaction would be if your employee, co-founder, friend, or
partner had done what you did. Forgiving yourself after a screwup, especially one that has negative
consequences, can be a huge emotional challenge. More from Inc. If this is the worst mistake I ever make, I'll
be in pretty good shape. I did it well. Basically, I really wanted to make this legit and get as many people over
to the new channel as possible. But maybe over time people will learn about the new channel Chase Reviews
and everything will work out, right? And if the big mistake you made today helps you do better tomorrow,
well then maybe it isn't so terrible after all. Only I saw thatâ€¦ and just barely. My comedy and spirituality
video essays could impact my bag reviews and vice versa. And you have to forgive yourself for that accident
because it doesn't mean you're a bad person, just a mistaken one. Published on: Apr 19, Like this column? And
the people started responding too. I was feeling great about this whole thing.


